Abstract. Vortex visualization in flow field plays an important role in scientific research and engineering practice. In recent years, many research achievements have been fulfilled, but there are still several crucial problems to solve. This paper summarized the methods of vortex extraction and visualization in recent years, analyzed the existing problems and the focus of future research.
Introduction
Flow field analysis plays a crucial role in scientific research and engineering, and widely used in many fields such as aircraft design, climate modeling, and so on. As an important means of flow field analysis, flow visualization provides an intuitive expression by mapping data to images, by which effective help is provided for researchers to observe the information contained in data. As the scale of flow field data increases, direct visualization methods faced with the problems of low efficiency of data processing, occlusion in 3D visualization, and so on. In this trend, Feature-based flow field visualization method emerges, and plays a central role in large-scale flow field data visualization. Researchers can quickly locate the important feature in large-scale flow field data with feature visualization, and ignore most data that is repeated or not interested. At the same time, occlusion problem can be effectively relieved, important feature of flow filed be highlighted, and efficiency of researchers be improved with this method.
There are about four kinds of visualization methods, direct flow visualization, texture-based flow visualization, geometric flow visualization and feature-based flow visualization. This classification has been widely recognized in visualization community. In practical applications, researchers usually use a variety of visualization methods to comprehensively analyze the flow field. In recent years, with the development of flow field visualization, more comprehensive visualization methods emerged, such as interactive visualization, parallel and in-situ visualization, and illustrative visualization. This article focuses on the feature-based visualization method and analyzes the research status and existing problems of feature visualization methods.
Definition of Vortex
There are many features of the flow field, such as vortex, shock wave, separation and attachment line, vector field topology, Lagrangian coherent structures, and so on. Among those flow field feature structures, vortex is one of the most concerned by researchers. Therefore, the feature extraction method for vortex becomes a research hotspot in visualization field. However, vortex has not been defined accurately and generally until now, which also makes the vortex extraction method lack of evaluation criteria. Since the 1970s, many researchers successively proposed their own definition of vortex. The earliest definition of vortex was proposed by Lugt in 1979 [1] . He believes that vortex is the rotation movement of large numbers of particles around a common center. Lugt's vortex definition only qualitatively describes the characteristics of the vortex structure and does not give an accurate, quantitative definition. Subsequently, Hunt proposed the Q-Criterion method [2] in 1987. This method defines vortex zone as a region with a negative Q value, where Q value is the difference between the tension tensor mode and the vorticity mode. This method is widely used in ocean current analysis, but it can cause misdetection. In 1991, Robinson pointed out that when viewed from a reference coordinate system moving with a vortex core, the instantaneous streamline is mapped to the normal plane of the vortex line, if the streamline can exhibit a roughly circular or spiral pattern, it can be considered as vortex [3] . Although this definition is more accurate, it has the problem of self-dependence, that is, the definition of vortex depends on the definition of vortex line. In 1997, Portela proposed that vortex consists of central region surrounded by a rotating streamline [4] . This definition also does not accurately specify the nature of vortex features. In 2005, Haller proposed a more objective definition of vortex. He believed that vortex is composed of a collection of flow field trajectories, along which the M Z values are uncertain. M Z value is the acceleration tensor of tension in the direction of zero tension, indicating the rotation characteristics exhibited by the trajectories [5] . Although this definition provides an objective evaluation criterion, it has not been widely recognized in visualization community. In addition to the above definitions, there are many vortex evaluation standards that will be briefly introduced in the following sections.
Vortex Visualization Methods
In 2005, Kaufman summarized and classified the classical methods of vortex extraction, as shown in Table 1 The vortex/vortex core line in Table 1 refers to whether the feature extraction method is for a vortex region or vortex core line. Galilean invariance refers to the sensitivity of the feature extraction method to the velocity imposed on the overall flow field. For example, all vector on a flow field is superimposed with a velocity in the X direction, and the feature extraction method is not affected, we call this method Galilean invariant, otherwise it is none-Galilean invariant. Local/global Refers to the data required for the feature extraction method. If a data point can be judged only with the data near it, the method is called a local method. If the entire flow field data is needed, it is called a global method. Here are some of the most important and widely used methods.
Vorticity-Based Vortex Extraction. Vorticity is an important physical quantity in the flow field. Many researchers can get the general situation of the flow field only with vorticity. Therefore, vorticity-based vortex extraction method is widely used in flow field research. Vorticity, also known as curl, represents the maximum degree of rotation at any point in the flow field and the direction of rotation. If u(x)=(P,Q,R) is a vector field defined in three-dimensional space, then the vorticity of the vector field u(x) at the point x is:
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Vorticity field can highlight the position of the vortex in itself. It is generally believed that the extreme point of the vorticity field is the vortex center point. Therefore, Strawn et al. proposed the maximum vorticity method [7] to extract vortex core lines in three-dimensional flow field. This method is finding the points with the largest vorticity value on the surface of the grid and connecting all the points as the vortex core line. Villasenor et al. used vorticity to establish a vortex tube structure [8] and achieved good results. Helgeland et al. studied the method of dynamic vorticity field lines of turbulent data, and interactively analyzed the turbulent data using vorticity field lines through particle advection and seed placement techniques. The visualization results are shown in Figure 1 [9] . Fig.1 . Vortex field line visualization results [9] Although the vorticity value of vortex region is relatively large, otherwise not. The vorticity-based vortex core extraction method may cause misdetection. However, vorticity-based vortex extraction method is still widely used in ocean current analysis, atmospheric analysis, and aircraft design because of its simplicity, convenient application and physical significance.
Q-Criteria-Based Vortex Extraction. Since Hunt introduced the Q-Criteria [2] in 1987, the Q-Criteria has become the standard method for ocean vortex analysis, and the Q-Criteria in oceanography has also become the Okubo−Weiss standard [10] . Q value is defined as 2 2 Q = ε − ω , where ε is the mode of tension tensor and ω is the mode of vorticity. The most important assumption of the Q-Criteria is that the vorticity value is dominant in the vortex area, that is, the vorticity mode in the vortex area is large and the tension tensor mode is small, but outside the vortex area, the opposite is true. Since the Q-Criteria was proposed, it has been active in ocean current analysis field. In 2011, Williams proposed a self-adaptive vortex extraction method based on the Q-Criteria [11] . This method is based on Q value and studies the Q value of the ideal vortex model. The distribution shows that the Q value has an approximately linear relationship with the square of the radius along the radius. Therefore, Hunt fits Q value and the square of the radius by least square method, and identifies the range of the vortex based on the degree of fitting. This method absorbs the advantages of Q-Criteria and effectively reduces the false detection rate of the Q-Criteria. The visualization results are shown in Figure 2. (a)Volume rendering of Q value (b) Q value distribution of Atlantic surface Fig.2 . Q-Criteria -based vortex adaptive extraction [11] λ 2 -Based Vortex Extraction. λ 2 [12] method is a commonly used method in aerodynamics. It was proposed by Jeong et al., by which the vortex is defined as the area in the flow field where the symmetric matrix S 2 + Ω 2 contains two negative eigenvalues, where S is the tension tensor, Ω is the vorticity tensor. This method is favored by researchers because of its simplicity and practicality. In 2011, Schafhitzel et al. used λ 2 method to study the evolution and interaction of vortices in a three-dimensional time-varying flow field [13] . Koehler et al. studied the visualization of ultra-low Reynolds number vortices around wings of insects during flight [14] . As is shown in Figure 3 shows.
(a) Evolution of vortices [13] (b) Visualization of the vortices near the wings [14] Fig.3 . Applications of λ2 method The Q-Criteria and λ 2 method are effective in some simple flow field data, but they are not suitable for all flow fields, such as turbulent flow fields that contain strong curved vortex [15] . Therefore, it is very necessary to develop more advanced vortex feature extraction.
Latest Visualization Method of Vortex. In recent years, vortex extraction methods have also made some new developments, and a number of new vortex extraction methods have emerged, among which the following are prominent.
In 2005, Sahner proposed a Galilean-invariant vortex core line extraction method [16] . This method determines the vortex core line by extracting the ridge line of Galilean-invariant physical quantities of the flow field. The physical quantities considered include pressure, vorticity, Q value, λ2, and so on. In 2007, Wiebel et al. analyzed boundary induced vortices. They detect vortex by tracking the trajectories of the vortex at the boundary. These trajectories are consist of critical points in the wall shear stress vector field [17] . Weinkauf et al. proposed the method for extracting vortex core line in time-dependent flow field. This method determines the high-dimensional vortex core line by taking the time dimension as a dimension of the data and calculating the high-dimensional traces [18] . In 2008, Fuchs et al. used the parallel vector method to extract vortex of time-varying flow field [19] . The parallel vector is a kind of flow field deriving a vector field, indicating the movement direction of a key data point in a flow field along a certain dimension, in addition, Fuchs also proposed a non-local extended time-dependent vortex detection method based on Euler's standard [20] . In 2009, Petz et al. proposed the idea of a hierarchal vortex region [21] to determine the nested vortices by detecting the closed streamlines in a post-rotational derivation field of a complex two-dimensional flow field. In 2011, Kasten et al. proposed a two-dimensional time-dependent flow field vortex zone detection method based on the acceleration field. This method uses the extremum point of the acceleration field as the vortex core point and the ridge line as the boundary of the vortex area to detect the vortex range [22] . In 2011, Xu Huaxun et al. proposed an approach to the detection of vortex regions based on fuzzy theory. This method treats the vortex feature as a fuzzy division in the fuzzy theory and uses the fuzzy C-means clustering method to extract the feature of the flow field [23] . In 2011, Weinkauf et al. proposed a vortex core line detection method based on Stable Feature Flow Fields (SFFF) [24] . From 2012 to 2014, Haller et al. conducted a series of studies of coherent Lagrangian vortices [25] [26] [27] [28] , discovered the nature of transport barriers around vortices, and compared vortices to the black hole in universe. At the same time, they named this transport barrier as the vortex boundary. The visualization results of several methods are shown in Figure 4 .
(a) Galilean-invariant vortex core line extraction [16] (b) Vortex core line of time-dependent flow field [18] (c) Acceleration field based vortex detection [22] (d) Boundary induced vortex [17] (e) Hierarchal vortex [21] (f) Fuzzy feature extraction [23] Fig. 4 . Vortex visualization Although the definition and extraction method of the vortex have made great progress, it is undeniable that vortex is still one of the most complex and difficult feature structures in the flow field. Although Haller [5, [25] [26] [27] [28] gives an objective definition of vortex through rigorous theoretical proof, it is limited to experimental data analysis. However, the various methods mentioned above have poor results when applied to actual complex data. Therefore, it is of great significance to find simple and practical vortex definitions and extraction methods. Next, the current state of research on feature measurement with information measurement will be introduced, especially on vortex feature.
Information entropy is an important physical quantity for measuring information in the information theory. In 1948, Shannon, the father of information theory, first used mathematical language to clarify the quantitative measurement of information and proposed the concept of information entropy. In recent years, with the rapid development of visualization, information measurement have plagued many visualization researchers. Therefore, flow information measurement methods based on information entropy began to appear. The application of information entropy in the visual field first appeared in volume rendering [29] [30] [31] and later extended to other visualization methods. In 2007, Chan et al. used an extended information entropy as an information measurement for images and light to enhance the image quality of direct volume rendering [32] . In 2010, Xu proposed the concept of flow field information entropy for the first time [33] , and successfully expanded information entropy into flow field data to measure flow field information. This method successfully highlights the features of vortices and other high-information structures in the flow field. Based on this method, the distribution of streamlines based on information is studied and the feature structure in the flow field is highlighted. However, this method cannot effectively distinguish the vortex from the saddle because of the lack of consideration of the sampling point position in the definition of the flow field information entropy. Lee et al. studied the viewpoint information and streamline distribution with flow information entropy, and found the best streamline distribution and observation point for observing 3D data fields [34] . Marchesin et al. proposed the concept of streamline information entropy, and distribute the three-dimensional streamline through streamline information measurement to obtain the visualization result with highest information content [35] . Several visualization results are shown in Figure 5 .
(a) Results with information entropy [34] (b) Results with streamline information entropy [35] Fig.5 . Visualization results with information entropy The concept of the flow field information quantity reflects the importance of the quantitative evaluation of information quantity of the flow field. The focus of many flow field evaluation methods is to highlight the feature structure in the flow field. The flow field information entropy represents the flow field information amount. However, the feature structure is not necessarily related to it, so it is very necessary to design an information evaluation system that can represent the flow field feature.
Problems of Visualization
Feature extraction problems. Feature extraction mainly faces two problems. First of all, it is the question of what is extracted, that is, the problem of the definition of the feature structure. At present, some features that the researchers focus on in the flow field data all lack a clear and well-defined definition, such as vortices, shock waves, separation and attachment line, vector field topology, Lagrange coherence structure (LCS) and so on. Secondly, how to extract features, although many feature extraction algorithms are currently developed, but these algorithms still do not completely solve the key issues such as precise positioning of features, determination of feature ranges, and so on. Developing certain feature extraction algorithms for special field are still the focus of feature visualization study. The feature extraction for two-dimensional and three-dimensional flow fields is the most important application. For example, in the visualization of large-scale two-dimensional data such as global ocean currents, locating the position and range of vortices in data are of great significance.
Feature information measurement problems. Loss of information in visualization of three-dimensional flow field is an inevitable problem. How to measure the amount of information in the flow field and make the visualization result express as much information as possible is an effective way to ensure the quality of visualization results. In recent years, the information measurement of flow field data and its visualization results have attracted the attention of many research experts, and information flow measurement methods based on information entropy have obtained certain development, such as flow field information entropy, streamline information entropy and so on, but information entropy measurement in flow field lacks physical significance, and therefore its information volume measurement rules are also lack of persuasion. Therefore, it is especially necessary to design information measurement that can represent the amount of feature structure information.
Time-dependent flow field visualization problems. Most of the flow fields in the objective world are time-dependent flow fields, and steady flow fields only occur under ideal conditions. The researchers generally analyze a certain step in the time-dependent flow field as a steady flow field. This cannot represent the nature of the objective flow field, and many visualization results generated do not exist in the real world, such as streamlines, flow surfaces, and so on. These results can only help researchers understand the overall nature of time-dependent flow fields. Therefore, it is very necessary to study the time-dependent flow field visualization method. However, time-dependent flow field data is usually very large, sometimes hundreds of steps. The current visualization methods for large-scale time-dependent flow field are either with low efficiency or blurred visualization results. How to improve the quality of visualization results while ensuring the efficiency of rendering is the difficulty of visualizing the time-dependent flow field.
In addition to the above-mentioned most common problems, visualization of flow field features also faces other challenges, including unstructured grid data visualization, interactive visualization, time-dependent flow field topology analysis, interpretation of visualization results, verification issues, application of visibility in visualizations, and so on.
Conclusion
This article briefly reviews some of the important methods for vortex visualization. The classical methods (Q-Criteria, λ 2 , etc.) and the more novel methods (flow field information entropy, etc.) are introduced respectively. It can be seen from the foregoing discussion that vortex extraction and information measurement are still worthy of study.
